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Interactive Solutions 

 

 

It’s Interactive    It’s Fun 

Immerse your visitors into a world or surprise and adventure 

 

 



 
 

 

  

TFT Technology specialises in providing affordable, reliable, 

robust and unique interactive technology solutions to fully 

engage visitors, whether young or old. Our technology uses 

the latest powerful projectors with 3D in-depth sensing 

technology and gesture recognition software for a more 

immersive experience. 

Bring to life any wall, any floor area, walkway or any room 

corner, can now be quickly transformed into a fun, bright and 

engaging environment that reacts in real time. 

Perfect for 

- Play rooms 

- Waiting areas 

- Walkways 

- Receptions areas 

- Wedding aisles 

- Corporate Promotions 

 

Immersing, truly memorable 

! 

Call: 01284 703071 

to speak with one of 

our team today. 

Plug & 

Play 

Solutions 
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Our interactive “All in One” interactive system easily turns a unused floor space into an ongoing, 

interactive, experience of movement, action, fun, excitement and our virtual games give captivating 

surprises.  Each effect can be configured, using your own background logos, videos and sounds. 

 It is a combination of all the hardware components and software all in one unit. No costly installation 

required, no separate components, just fix to your ceiling, plug into a 240v socket and turn it on! 

INTERACTIVE  FLOORS 

Just fix, plug in and 

switch on! 

No Ceiling? …no problem, with our Arc system 

All our “All in One” systems can be securely 

mounted to the ARC system that consists of easy 

to assemble, easy to transport, supportive poles 

Simple, 

single unit 

Optional 

Arch 

 

Projection size can be varied and for even larger effects, multiple 

projectors can be used using our unique edge blending 

technology for a seamless single interactive image. 

Benefits of using interactive floor system 

 Instant attraction and involvement 

 Multiple visitor interaction 

 Create amazing entertainment experience. 

 Get strong brand presence. 

 Changing effects and wider audience. 

 Plug & Play Installation. 

 Low maintenance, Compact size. 



 
 

  

INTERACTIVE  MOBILE FLOORS 

Perfect for 

 Party rooms 

 Waiting areas 

 Walkways 

 Receptions areas 

 Wedding aisles 

 Corporate Promotions 

  

- An All-in-One Solution - Fully integrated and contained in a specially designed box. Easy to 

install and operate without any technical skills. 

- Portable - Can be placed on floor directly instead of on ceiling. Plug and play. Can be easily 

transported. Just take it away without any disassembling work. 

- Wide Angle Camera - Upgraded wide angle camera can fully capture movements, so to have 

more sensitive interaction. 

- High Resolution Templates - Approximately 170 different templates have been specially 

developed by professional designers. All templates can be customized very easily. Even 

thousands of effects can be got. 

- Projection Size -1OOinch interactive area  

Bring to life any wall, any floor area, walkway or any room corner, can now be quickly transformed into a 

fun, bright and engaging environment that reacts in real time. 

A new mobile unit (with or without tamper proof cabinet) is available for a truly portable 

interactive offering. 
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Tamper 

proof  

Cabinet 

Fully 

Mobile 



 
 

 

INTERACTIVE  WALLS 

Utilising the same technology in our "All in One" Interactive 

Floor System with different effects, our Interactive Wall 

System is ideal for presentations and corporate events, as 

well as the marketing and advertising industries. Our 

interactive wall projection system is a comprehensive solution 

including both the hardware and software needed. It is 

possible to transform a normal wall into a dynamic and 

interactive area where to put any content. 

Now, there are a large number of different templates available and unlimited effects, many of 

which are three dimensional, which adds to the experience. Some of the interactive wall effects 

are designed to entertain kids, although these effects can potentially be modified for adults as 

well. The purpose of these effects is to help children learn the process of interaction, which can 

make it easier to introduce them to the interactive wall as a learning tool. 
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Walk up to the wall and 
Interact with It! 
 
Hand, Arms, Legs, Whole Body, 
even can use soft bags to throw 
to interact with the Wall 

Rear projection film can offer a company a unique, 

eye-catching, and effective way to enhance their brand 

identity or advertise a product they are selling. This 

kind of film reflects an image or video off of a larger 

surface, and is often effectively used in the windows of 

a business to at-tract potential customers.   

 Customizable 

 Numerous attachment points 

 Excellent Quality 

 Quality Image resolution 

 Eye catching 

 

Rear Projection FILM 



 
 

 

 

  

INTERACTIVE  EFFECTS 
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There are over 120 + effects to choose from and 

growing! There is a huge selection of Children’s 

educational games, for example, Pop Maths, Teeth, 

Toothpaste to even killing flies, gold miner or 

Hamster fight. For the Adult market there are 

numerous effects, from Flowers, Leaves, Aquarium, 

Footprints, or even football for the child in all of us. 

The system also allows you to integrate your own 

brand images or videos to the system. 

The All in One system includes either 10 or 25 

pre-installed effects of your choice. 

Available in All Sizes 

 High resolution effects 

 The display area can be customized  

 Blending software allows you to blend  

 Multiple projection screens together smoothly. 



 
 

 

  
The Projection Sphere is an innovative new device that provides full 360 degree graphics. The sphere 

itself looks like a simple globe, but its interactive elements allow for 360 degree viewing for your 

visitors.  Its shape and style make it easy to draw the attention of potential customers, creating a 

memorable brand look. 

The product is also equipped with an interactive IR function that detects people within a set range and 

then starts to play audio and video effects automatically. When people move away, it just displays a 

static image, thus saving electricity and encouraging visitors to walk up to the Globe. There is also a 

touch version of the Globe. 

System includes:- 

 Projection globe 

 Computer 

 6000 lumens projector 

 Fish eye lens 

 IR sensor 

 Software 

  Stand 

INTERACTIVE  SPHERE 
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Despite the potential power of this interactive device, the 

actual diameter of the sphere is only 60cm or 80 cm, so very 

lightweight and easy to move, which means you can bring 

this product to a wide range of events or move it around 

your storefront without any hassle. 

 360 degree viewing angle 

 activated when detects movement 

 numerous effects to match your environment - complete unit 

 simple and quick to set up 

 small, lightweight and easy to move if required 



 
 

 

  

AUGMENTED  REALITY 
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Augmented reality is one of the latest and most increasingly 

popular tools Augmented reality makes it possible for people 

to see themselves interact with virtual animation in a glass 

mirror. The technology makes use of a paper code, which is 

recognized by a camera embedded in the display and then 

the vivid 3D image appears. 

The Augmented Reality System makes it possible for people to see themselves interact with 3D 

virtual animation in a monitor. If you want to find a way to promote your products or show 

information, Augmented Reality must be the best choice to attract people. By using HD Video capture 

and our software, the audience will see themselves on the large screen. This will attract large crowds 

and participate in the interaction. Suddenly, out of nowhere appears stunningly realistic 3D content 

which gives the illusion of things appearing right next to the audience and interacting with them. 

 Integrate information into amazing entertainment 

  Makes your display come alive 

  Flexible and vivid 3D image 

  Superior visibility 

  Create a brand new experience 

  Customize effects software according to your requirements 

Typical system consists of Projection 

Screen, Camera, Mini PC and Paper 

Code (Book) or Gesture control 

sensor 

“Israel Zoo 2015” 



 
 

Unique Acrylic 

Virtual Presenter  

Transparent Roll 

up Banner  

 

  

Re-usable, Engaging, informative 

presentations using sound, video, 

images  

The Virtual Presenter is an innovative solution that combines all the benefits of projector and 

Presenter. Using either a unique customized acrylic shape interpreter or clear roll up banner to WOW 

customers with video that appears alive and talking to them! 

This Virtual Presenter is new and quite ground-breaking 

when it comes to presenting a product or brand to new 

audiences. Because this product combines a presenter 

with either a life size transparent, rear projection presenter 

or combine it with a roll up banner. It is very simple, 

effective, customisable and easy to store. 

System includes:- 

 4000 or 2000 lumens Projector  

 Media player  

 Rear Projection film 

 Life size Model Shape & printing 

 Support Base (s) 

VIRTUAL  PRESENTER 
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The Infrared Virtual Presenter is eye-catching thanks to the fact that it uses a human shape and adds 

innovation rear projection technology to give a unique appearance. When people get near the unit, 

the presenter can start to interact with them thanks to the infrared sensor. When they move away, 

the display goes back to whatever static image you want to display, thus saving electricity. The acrylic 

human shape is designed to make it appear that the projection is speaking and interacting with 

passer byes. This makes it inexpensive to maintain but allows it to function 24 hours a day and seven 

days a week if needed. On average, you will get at least five years of service out of a single unit 



 
 

 

  

PROJECTION  E-BOOK 
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Our customised E-Book system is a new way to show off your book in bookstores, at conventions, 

and in shopping malls. The system uses a projector and computer which are placed on the floor. 

The projector reads the book from the computer, and then displays it on a clear plastic screen. This 

makes for an attractive and eye catching display that increases both exposure and sales 

It is 1.2m high with book model size of 50cm×40cm. It is the all-in-one solution. 

The computer and projector are built in the base.  

Includes: 

 Mini PC 

 LED projector 

 Book Stand 

 Rear projection film 

 Interactive Ebook Software  

 Allows user to turn pages and watch videos 

 

Flip Pages, 

Watch Videos 

Listen to 

sounds 

The customized eBook system has a graceful design and a transparent body that allows it to be placed 

almost anywhere without being obtrusive. The fine acrylic body can be further customized to fit in with 

the rest of the shop, keeping the store consistent in theme. The actual books on display can be 

browsed using the hands on screen, which has a clear and crisp high contrast image. It has a 24 inch 

diagonal screen size and is easy to transport. It also has an integrated PC and DLP projector that 

provides the very best display possible.  



 
 

 

 

  

INTERACTIVE  FURNITURE 
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The Multi-Touch table range have 

stunning designs and are finished to suit any 

environment. Built and robust for public spaces. 

It’s unique combination of totally flat sur-face 

and slim profile allow you to have an iPad™ form 

factor. The Large display lets several people 

interact and share contents at the same time. 

Available in Full High Definition LED image. Our multi-touch tables uses a LED display for reduced 

energy consumption, better contrast and brightness, greater colour range and a more accurate image 

rendering. Enjoy the amazing quality of Full HD, whilst being robust, waterproof, scratch resistant and 

heat proof. 

Touchscreen Coffee Tables ranges with single or dual screens in a vast variety of finishes.  

 19” touch Screen (Larger tables can also feature two 19" touchscreens) 

 Toughened glass with waterproof and heat seal. 

 Embedded flush into the table top 

 Both Windows and Android options available 

 Circular or rectangle (32",42",46" or 55") | 



 
 

 

  
The Roll Up FULL PROJECTION Banner is a combination of 

DLP projector with a high quality banner display, a fantastic portable 

advertisement solution, that will show a static poster of any size, and 

combine it with sound and high quality video images to bring your 

brand and product to life. Perfect to capture the product in use! 

A revolutionary product in the banner industry, with no need for an 

external power supply. It will help you to advertise in an amazing way 

and inform customers of opening times, offers, menus, performances. 

The dual use roll up projection 

banner, which means a full screen can 

easily change to a half screen just by 

covering the projection film with a 

easy fix/unfix printed poster. 

Our Roll up DIGITAL banner is an innovative banner compared 

with the standard static roll up banner. Instead of having just a static 

printed image on the banner, the roll up digital banner can also display 

more dynamic information on the top scrolling digital signage board.  

 “A Complete system” 

 Fully Portable 

 Quick Assembly 

 Video and Sound 

 Use with easy fix Posters 

 Engaging Advertising 

 Powerful natural sound 

 Dynamic Information Display 

 Fully Portable, 

 Easy Installation 

 No external power needed 

 12 hours working time 

 Full Size static poster included 

PROJECTION  BANNERS 
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The mini DLP 

projector 

includes built in 

speaker and 

video player 

Full or 

Half 

Banner 



 
 

 

  

PROJECTION  SHOWCASE 
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Comprehensively show your products with the help of videos and 

pictures, playing just in front of your products! A Transparent 

LCD showcase is a versatile and attention grabbing way 

to advertise a company or product, publicize an event. This 

cutting-edge technology makes the inside exhibit be seen while 

the pictures or videos are displayed.  

 

Perfect to demonstrate the products in use, in motion or to add 

additional information on the product, such as it’s benefits or 

offers. 

 
 The amazing videos and pictures can make your products be 

a shining star among your rivals. 

  It’s a plug and play system. Open and close, just that easy. 

 LED bulbs placed on each side of the showcase, make your 

products look more substantial. 

 Lifelong maintenance software for free 

 Can be customized, such as size, appearance and video 

samples.  

 Multiple formats accepted: MPEG1, MPEG2. MPEG4, MP3, 

AVI. JPEG, RMVB, WMA, MP4, MKV, RM, etc. 

 Memory Storage: CF Card, SD Card, USB. 

 

Models available:- 

 12inch (32cm x 22cm) 

 22inch (47cm x 30cm) 

 46inch (104cm x 57cm) 

 Touchscreen versions 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TFT Technology  
TFT Technology (UK) is a trading division of Toys for Time Limited (company registration number 05445203, Vat number 860 596009) a 

UK based business that specialises in the provision of high quality activities for waiting rooms, "where a little wait can be fun!" 

www.tfttechnology.co.uk 

www.toysfortime.com 

 

Tel: 01284 703071 


